
Maysara Autees Pinot Blanc
Maysara
United States - Oregon - Willamette Valley 

At Maysara Winery and Momtazi Vineyard, they are committed to capturing the true
expression of the land and conveying it to you through the premium quality found in every
bottle. They practice low-impact, holistic farming methods in their Demeter certified
Biodynamic® vineyard and carry this philosophy into the cellar, where the Biodynamic®
winemaking practices produce wines with intensity and elegance while maintaining natural
harmony between fruit and earth.

Story of Autees
Autees is the ancient Persian Goddess that protects all plants, animals and trees on Earth. She
is the protector of life and all things that grow.

Tasting notes
Aromas of juicy white peach, crushed white pepper, sweet honeysuckle, and pineapple rind
introduce you to this generous vintage. On the palate, asian pear, pineapple, cantaloupe, and
a hint of honeysuckle harmonize with the sweeping acidity, while a beeswax mouthfeel lends
richness to the mid-palate.

Specifications
Appellation Willamette Valley

Varietals 100% Pinot Blanc
Agricultural Practices Biodynamic

Certifications Demeter Biodynamic

Vinification

Grapes are 100% estate Pinot Blanc from Momtazi Vineyard.
/> Picked and pressed into stainless steel tanks. Native
yeast fermentation. Racked once and cold stabilized.
Filtered, no fining, before bottling

Production 315 (9-liter cases)

Pairings Stellar with the firmer cheeses, fresh, ripe fruit and
subtly herbed seafood.
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Codes, Weights and Measures
UPC 8 24034 00007 8

Units/Case 12
Unit Size 750 mL
Container bottle

SCC 1 08 24034 00007 5
Case Weight 35
Cases/Pallet 56
Layers/Pallet 14

SRP $ 23.99 USD
750mL Bottle

Reviews and News
2017 Maysara Autees Pinot Blanc - 90 PTS - WA
2017 Maysara Autees Pinot Blanc - *** Exceptional - WP
2016 Maysara Autees Pinot Blanc - 88 PTS - WE
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